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Qol Ha-qahal 
Mission

To promote Torah throughout our 
community by providing a platform 

for our rabbis, lay members, students 
and institutions.

The SCA is dedicated to uniting our affiliate 
organizations based on our shared values in an 
effort to give our young people the tools needed 
to successfully perpetuate our way of life in the 

post-modern era.

SCA Values
Commitment to Halakha 
Respect and Tolerance

Interaction With Society
Growth Through Education
Torah and Higher Education

Learning and Earning
Medinat Yisrael
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COMMUNITY QUESTION BOARD
Question: Dear Rabbi what should one do if there is a minyan but no 
Sefer Torah during vacation?

Answer: Rabbi Albert Setton

If one has a minyan but no Sefer Torah, the prayers are recited as normal. The 
part during which the Sefer Torah is usually read is skipped over. After the hasi 
kadish is recited at the conclusion of the Tahanun, proceed to Ashrei. This raises 
a question as to whether a Sefer Torah should be transported for the sake of a 
minyan. In general, this idea is discouraged. Therefore for example we do not 
bring a Torah to the house of a mourner. Although many Poskim allow the Sefer 
to be moved for the purpose of a minyan (and we do so often during vacation, 
high holidays. etc) and it would technically be permitted to do so in your case 
as well, one always needs to ensure that the Kedusha of the Torah is maintained. 
A designated place (Aron) for the Torah should be set aside when moving it to a 
new place. 

To have your questions answered 

by a community Rabbi,

please send all inquiries to

Qahalnewsletter@gmail.com 



and other trangressions; to enable us all, whether in public 
or private stations, to perform our several and relative 
duties properly and punctually; to render our National 
Government a blessing to all the people by constantly 
being a Government of wise, just, and constitutional 
laws, discreetly and faithfully executed and obeyed; to 
protect and guide all sovereigns and nations (especially 
such as have shown kindness to us), and to bless them with 
good governments, peace, and concord; to promote the 
knowledge and practice of true religion and virtue, and 
the increase of science among them and us; and, generally, 
to grant unto all mankind such a degree of temporal 
prosperity as He alone knows to be best. 

Given under my hand at the City of New York the third 
day of October in the year of our Lord 1789.

By the President of the United States of America, a Proclamation.

Whereas it is the duty of all nations to 
acknowledge the providence of Almighty 
God, to obey His will, to be grateful for His 

benefits, and humbly to implore His protection and favor; 
and—Whereas both Houses of Congress have, by their joint 
committee, requested me “to recommend to the people of 
the United States a day of public thanksgiving and prayer, 
to be observed by acknowledging with grateful hearts the 
many and signal favors of Almighty God, especially by 
affording them an opportunity peaceably to establish a 
form of government for their safety and happiness:” 

Now, therefore, I do recommend and assign Thursday, 
the 26th day of November next, to be devoted by the 
people of these States to the service of that great and 
glorious Being who is the beneficent author of all the good 
that was, that is, or that will be; that we may then all unite 
in rendering unto Him our sincere and humble thanks for 
His kind care and protection of the people of this country 
previous to their becoming a nation; for the signal and 
manifold mercies and the favor, able interpositions of His 
providence in the course and conclusion of the late war; for 
the great degree of tranquillity, union, and plenty which we 
have since enjoyed; for the peaceable and rational manner 
in which we have been enabled to establish constitutions of 
government for our safety and happiness, and particularly 
the national one now lately instituted; for the civil and 
religious liberty with which we are blessed, and the means 
we have of acquiring and diffusing useful knowledge; and, 
in general, for all the great and various favors which He has 
been pleased to confer upon us. 

And also that we may then unite in most humbly 
offering our prayers and supplications to the great Lord and 
Ruler of Nations, and beseech Him to pardon our national 
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Thanksgiving Proclamation
Issued by President George Washington, at the request of Congress, on October 3, 1789

THANKSGIVING
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“It is true that Sa'adya is a great man of extraordinary 
learning, but he is absolutely fearless, and by reason of his 
great learning and wisdom, eloquence and piety, he does not 
bow down to anybody in the world.” - R’ Nissim Nahrawani 
(928CE), Resh Kalla in Sura and consult of the Resh Geluta 
David ben Zakkai, from Heller, Bernard, “An Episode in 
Babylon,” The Quarterly Review (1938)

Rabbi Sa’adya ibn Yusuf al-Fayyumi Ra’s al-Kull, 
better known as, is often remembered for his tireless 
efforts in advancing Hebraic culture and thought 

in the 10th century. A short survey of his literary output 
illustrates his intellectual prowess. He compiled the egron 
(poetic reference and Hebrew-Arabic dictionary), planted 
the seeds for grafting Arabic metrics onto piyyutim that 
would blossom in the hands of the great Sephardi paytanim 
in the centuries that followed. He produced an early siddur, 
made the first comprehensive translation and commentary of 
the Chumash into Arabic, and wrote the Kitab al-'Amanat wal-
I'tikadat (Book of Beliefs and Opinions). This was a monumental 
effort to insert a Jewish 
perspective into debates 
about Kalam, the school 
of speculative theology 
whose methodology 
relies upon reason to 
prove divine truths. He 
encouraged the use of Hebrew over Aramaic for teshubot 
(responsa), foretelling the growing utility that Hebrew 
fluency would supply for the circulation of Jewish legal 
opinions to an expanding constellation of Jewish life 
worldwide. Assisting international commerce and diplomacy 
was an unforeseen benefit of such fluency, inadvertently 
raising prospects for Jewish social mobility in much of the 
Arab world.  

Despite a look back at these great accomplishments, 
we must understand that in his time he was considered a 
disrupter of convention. By the tenth century, Babylonia’s 
institutional centrality in the Jewish world was under 
threat from intellectual stagnation, outdated modes of 

deliberation and communication, rising leadership prospects 
in competing centers like Córdoba, Tiberius, Kairouan, Fez, 
and Fostat, and serious sectarian schisms from the Karaites 
and the ba’alei ha-mesorah (Masoretes).  With such enormous 
challenges, the arrival on the scene in 928CE by Sa'adya 
Gaon did not ease an already tense situation. He made the 
entrenched leadership of the Babylonian academies and the 
office of the Resh Geluta uneasy. 

Sa'adya Gaon wasn't like his predecessors. He brought 
an outsider perspective to Babylon. After growing up 
in Egypt, he spent formative years training in Tiberius 
amongst a cadre of thinkers dissatisfied with the trajectory 
of normative rabbinic Judaism emanating from the east. 
Sa'adya Gaon found himself enlivened from his associations 
with counterparts in the schools of the Masoretes and the 
Karaites. He studied and understood their perspectives, 
fearlessly accepting what he could incorporate from their 
respective approaches to Judaism. He was inspired to 
delve deeper into the biblical Hebrew text, and in so doing 

challenged the prevailing 
wisdom that matters 
of Jewish spirituality 
were settled long ago. 
He familiarized himself 
with another Talmudic 
school of thought: the 

so-called Talmud Yerushalmi. While the Karaites advocated 
strict adherence to the written text, the rabbis of the 
Talmud Yerushalmi school of Jewish thought challenged 
the supremacy of Babylon’s understanding of oral Torah. 
Nevertheless, despite the impactful arguments of his 
estranged coreligionists (many of which I suspect he 
may have sympathized with) against Babylonian rabbinic 
hegemony, Sa’adya remained committed to the enterprise 
and innovative approach of the rabbinical tradition. This 
tradition, as Sa'adya saw it, was committed to extrapolating 
meaning from the text in a balancing act between the written 
and oral Torah. It was clear that all roads would have to lead 
through Babylon if he was going to carry out a mission to 
reinvigorate Jewish intellectual life. This remained the most 

“... Sa’adya remained committed to the 
enterprise and innovative approach 

of the rabbinical tradition.”
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Sa'adya Ha-Amitz (the Brave)
Dr. Samuel Torjman Thomas, Ph.D



developed location of Jewish thought.

Perhaps the most difficult circumstances that innovators 
in Jewish thought face time and again are those in which 
contemporary figures try to dispel their ideas through fear-
driven diatribes, with proclamations of orthodoxy masked 
as fidelities to an ancestral tradition, or even by censorship. 
Famous examples pepper our long history. Moshe rabbeinu 
dealt with such things on the desert plains of Sinai and Moab. 
Many centuries later, Moshe Maimonides’ legacy would be 
threatened by the actions of a fear-driven consortium in 
Provencal which dismissively lead to  a book burning party 
rather than applying their energies to understanding his 
ideas. 

After only a few years as Gaon of the Sura academy, the 
Resh Geluta pressed Sa'adya to support him in a local legal 
matter. In what seemed to be recompense for his appointment, 
Sa'adya’s unwavering ethical compass landed him in direct 
political confrontation with newfound colleagues. He would 
not lend his support to the Resh Geluta by taking a side in an 
inheritance dispute for which the Resh Geluta’s office stood 
to benefit from. The response was swift as the Resh Gelute 
realized that Sa'adya’s appointment would not result in a 
“rubber stamp” situation. Sa'adya was removed from office 
and censured. He would spend time in Baghdad during a 
short period to follow, plying his intellectual craft. It is 
during these few years that he penned the Kitab al-'Amanat 
wal-I'tikadat (Book of Beliefs and Opinions). His reappointment 
would be imminent as his preeminence was recognized far 
and wide, undeniable, and overwhelming to the naysayers 
who distrusted him. 

Sa'adya Gaon would return to his former position, 
emboldened. He would go on to threaten more than the 
political status quo, challenging the entire institution of 
the Geonim as it dealt with matters of a Jewish spirituality 
and law. While the leaders had been conditioned to dismiss 
threats to Jewish thought and practice as infidelity, making 
the walls around the Torah thicker, Sa'adya advocated the 
opposite. He dealt with independent thinking openly. He 
faced their fears, not as threats but as individual challenges 
that presented an opportunity for growth and reinvigoration. 
After all, he had been conditioned to engage openly with 
ideas that challenged the norms of the day, marshalling a 
worldly approach to wrestling with trends privileging a 

Palestinocentric approach to Jewish thought, the growing 
atomization of the Jewish Diaspora, including the rise and 
influence of Andalusian Jewry, and Karaism. 

Sa'adya broke with the Babylonian leadership. The world 
of ideas was to be respected, engaged, and understood. 
While leadership circles in the Jewish world were exercising 
narrow control over correct Torah understanding, Sa'adya 
was instead a champion for a democratization of knowledge. 
In recognizing the freedom, independent thinking, and 
energy that a democratization of knowledge could create, he 
demanded of every Jew a fluidity and competence in several 
modes of learning. He sought to raise the bar for everyone. 
He wanted Jews and Jewish thought to be part of larger 
conversations in philosophy, science, music, linguistics, 
astrology, and theology. He did not worry that the free 
flow of ideas would deteriorate the Jewish soul, since the 
truth of Torah is without question. The deterioration 
that such supposed infidelities represented was in his eyes 
simply a matter of personalized confusion and despair; a 
lack of faculty. It was not the inherent threat of foreign or 
challenging ideas. This much had been solidified by his time 
in Baghdad where he debated and wrangled in the interfaith 
ferment of that scene.

Sa'adya Gaon wanted a currency for ideas, marketing a 
broader humanism as the proper gold standard for realizing 
the potential of B’nai Yisrael. He absolutely rejected the 
occlusion of knowledge that enriched individual intellectual 
bank accounts. His courage in facing disparate ideas and 
approaches to Jewish spirituality was emboldened by a 
worldly sensibility, forged by his travels and travails. With 
every ounce of his being, Sa'adya Gaon invested in cultivating 
a heritage of learning and confidence in our tradition. He 
was a worldly and a fearless innovator whose legacy in 
Jewish thought continues to pay significant dividends in our 
community today. 

Dr. Samuel Torjman Thomas is a 
professor of Ethnomusicology 
and Sephardic Studies at 
CUNY (Hunter, Brooklyn, John 
Jay College). He is also artistic 
director of the New York Andalus 
Ensemble, and the Director of 

Programming and Curriculum at the Brooklyn 
Music School.
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Rabbi Moshe Rephael Aguilar (ca 1615-1679) was 
a Rabbi in the Jewish community of Amsterdam 
in the 17th century. Most of the Jews of that 

community were sons of illustrious anusim, Jews who lived 
in Portugal, often for 3 or 4 generations, appearing to be 
Christians, while practicing 
Judaism and transmitting it 
to their children in complete 
secrecy. Knowing that if they 
were discovered by a servant,  
a neighbor, etc. they would be 
accused to the Inquisition, and 
if found guilty of “judaizing” 
(practicing Judaism) all their 
assets could be confiscated and 
the culprits sentenced to death. 
The execution, usually, was a 
horrible death: being burned 
alive at the stake. These public 
events were known as “autos de 
fe”.

These Jewish heroes 
who risked their lives 
daily to preserve Judaism, 
founded a new community in 
Amsterdam, which became 
one of the most important 
and affluent Sephardic 
communities of all time. Among other things, the Jews of 
Amsterdam were the first to reach the Americas, Brazil, 
Curacao, United States, etc.

Why Amsterdam? Because in 1597 the Prince of 
Orange (Netherlands) did something that until then was 
unprecedented in the annals of history: it declared a total 
religious freedom in his lands. And although the context 

of that freedom of religion had to do more with easing 
the tensions between Catholics and Protestants, Jews had 
the opportunity, for the first time in centuries, to settle 
in a city where they could observe their religion without 
persecutions.

Back to Rab Moshe Aguilar, 
he was apparently born in 
Portugal around the year 1615. 
He studied in Amsterdam with 
Rabbi Shaul Halevi Mortera. 
As a young man he excelled in 
his studies and was elected to 
receive a generous grant that 
the community gave to the 
most outstanding students, this 
scholarship was called with 
the Hebrew name “aspaqa” 
(stipend).

In 1641 he traveled to the 
city of Recife, Brazil, with his 
teacher, colleague and friend, 
Rabbi Isaac Abohab of Fonseca, 
the first rabbi of the Americas. 
In Brazil he officiated as a 
Hazan (Cantor). In 1654, when 
the Portuguese finally captured 
Brazil from the Dutch, the 

Jews had to flee. The Portuguese brought the Inquisition to 
America, and if a “Portuguese” or a descendant of Portuguese 
was discovered “judaizing,” he would be extradited to 
Lisbon, judged and sentenced to death. In fact, a nephew of 
Rab Agulilar, Isaac de Castro Tartas, זצוק”ל was caught by 
the Inquisition in Brazil and extradited to Portugal. 

In 1661 Rabbi Aguilar returned to Amsterdam where he 
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Painting of the interior of the Esnoga, 
Emanuel de Witte, c.1680

Rabbi Moshe Rephael Aguilar
Rabbi Yosef Bitton
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was assigned as a Rabbi in the Talmud Torah. A position he 
held until the end of his days.Rabbi Aguilar wrote a total 
of 22 books. 5 of them in Hebrew and 17 in Spanish or 
Portuguese.

Some of his books are:

“Epitome Grammatica hebrayca” (a treatise on 
Hebrew grammar) which is subtitled “for use in schools, in 
the manner taught in the Midrash of Talmud Torah K. K. 
Amsterdam”. Rabbi Aguilar, although not a man of economic 
resources, paid out of his pocket for the printing of this book.

“Dinim de shehita y bedica” to teach the community 
the basic rules of the ritual slaughter of animals. This was 
essential because many families in those days had to take care 
by themselves of slaughtering their animals.

He also wrote “zekher rab” a book in Hebrew, which 
collected all the Midrashim in the Talmud. And “sefer 
hama’asim” a book which collected all the stories told in 
the Talmud. These two books were not published and the 
manuscripts were never found.

The most famous book of Rab Aguilar is called “A 
Treaty of the immortality of the soul,” which he 

wrote in Portuguese. This book was written in response to 
the Jewish heretic Uriel de Acosta, who same as Espinosa, 
denied the principles of the Jewish faith, and amongst these, 
the immortality of the soul.

Rabbi Aguilar also wrote an important book called 
“Treatise on Rhetoric”. Rhetoric should be understood 
in this context as the art of elaborating and delivering a 
speech. This book was written for his students, many of 
them future rabbis, in order to learn how to prepare their 
rabbinical sermons (darushim) using classic rhetoric tools. 
This would assist them in presenting their ideas with order 
and elegance, essential to teach Jewish subjects, especially 
for people with little knowledge of Judaism.

Rabbi Aguilar died in 1679 and his Darush was given by 
the famous Rabbi Shelomo Olivera.

Rabbi Bitton is the Rabbi of 
Congregation Ohel David and 
Shlomo.
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Maqam of the Week Sephardic Pizmonim Project, www.pizmonim.com

Dr. David M Betesh, DMD

For Shabbat Vayesse (Genesis 28:10- 32:3), the 
morning services are conducted in Maqam AJAM (or 
GIRKA) according to 16 Syrian sources. A dissenting 
opinion is SABA. Traditionally, the word 'Ajam,' meaning 
'foreigner', was used to refer to the Persians. The melody 
of this maqam is happy and joyous and has become 
associated with the wedding ceremony. This relates here, 
because in the narrative of this week’s Torah portion, we 
read about Jacob’s wedding celebration in the House of 
Laban. 

HAZZANUT: Despite Ajam being the Maqam of the 
Week, there is a very old Syrian tradition of singing the 
pizmon “Yedidi Ro’ee Meqimi” (SUHV page 417), by 
Hakham Israel Najara (Damascus, 1555- Gaza, 1625), 
specifically on Shabbat Vayesse. For this Shabbat, our 
community, according to the notes of Hakham Moshe 
Ashear (Aleppo, 1877- Brooklyn, 1940), has the tradition 
of applying the melody of this pizmon to Semehim Besetam. 
In order for this to take place, the cantor has to switch 
from Maqam AJAM to Maqam SABA right before the 
Semehim Besetam. 

“Yedidi Ro’ee Meqimi” (acrostic: ישראל חזק) is a poem 
that compares the Almighty to a shepherd who takes care 
of a flock of scattered sheep. The sheep (צאן), which are 
mentioned at the end of all 9 stanzas, are a metaphor to 
the people of Israel. The role of the shepherd is used many 
times throughout the Bible (Genesis, 1 Samuel, Jeremiah, 
Psalms, etc.) as an appropriate depiction of how God 
takes care of the Jewish people. It is God, our shepherd, 
who will rescue Israel, the sheep, from all of her enemies 
and who will eventually gather the scattered people back 
to the Holy Land to build the Temple. 

This theme relates to the Torah portion of Vayesse 
due to the reference in the last stanza to Genesis 29:9 
when Rachel comes out with her father’s sheep (ורחל באה 

 When Jacob was a wandering refugee, escaping .(עם הצאן
the wrath of his brother, Esav, he was in a very low 
position and was looking for salvation. It was not until he 
spotted Rachel, the daughter of Laban, that he found the 
necessary spark of hope needed to help facilitate moving 
into the future.  

Section Title
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Section Title

Maimonides 13 Principles: The Existence 
of the Creator 
Rabbi Harold Sutton, Mr. Murray Mizrachi

As his first fundamental of belief, Maimonides correlates 
with the first of the 10 commandments- one must believe 
in a God. To Maimonides (and many other Sephardic 
thinker’s), the best understating of God is to view him as the 
Creator- Bore ‘Olam.  God is independent of the created and 
exists independently of all other beings since they were all 
creations of his divine will. To the medieval understanding 
the world was divided into 2 realms- the physical and the 
metaphysical. Both according to Maimonides were created 
by the Creator.

In the next article of the series we will review Maimonides second 
principle;  G-d's noncorporeality.

18th-century portrait of Maimonides
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JEWISH PHILOSOPHY

The following series examines the 13 normative 
principles of Judaism formulated by Maimonides.  
The full text of all 13 principles can be found in 

Maimonides commentary to the Mishnah. This article will 
focus on the first principle - The Existence of the Creator.

1. The existence of the Creator

2. G-d's absolute and unparalleled unity. 

3. G-d's noncorporeality 

4. G-d's eternity. 

5. The imperative to worship Him exclusively and 
no foreign false gods. 

6. G-d communicates with man through prophecy. 

7. The Prophecy of Moses our teacher has priority. 

8. The divine origin of the Torah. 

9. The immutability of the Torah & Misvot

10. Divine omniscience and providence. 

11. Reward and retribution. 

12. The Messiah and the messianic era. 

13. The Resurrection of the dead. 

 היסוד הראשון

דרכי בכל  שלם  נמצא  שם  שיש  והוא  יתברך  הבורא  מציאות   להאמין 
וממנו מציאותם  קיום  בו  כלם  הנמצאים  מציאות  עילת  הוא   המציאות 
נתבטל מציאותו  בהעדר  כי  מציאותו  העדר  הלב  על  יעלה  ואל   קיומם 
 מציאות כל הנמצאים ולא נשאר נמצא שיתקיים מציאותו ואם נעלה על
 לבנו העדר הנמצאים כלם זולתו לא יתבטל מציאות הש"י ולא יגרע ואין
 האחדות והאדנות אלא לו לבד הש"י שמו כי הוא מסתפק במציאותו ודי
 לו בעצמו ואין צריך במציאות זולתו וכל מה שזולתו מן המלאכים וגופי
 הגלגלים ומה שיש בתוכם ומה שיש למטה מהם הכל צריכין במציאותם

:אליו וזה היסוד הראשון מורה עליו דבור אנכי ה' אלהיך



Recently, I had the opportunity of hearing Rabbi 
Lord Jonathan Sacks speak at an event hosted by 
Beth Torah and the SCA. While I read his dvar torahs 

weekly and picked up his books quite frequently, nothing 
compared to being in the same room as the Rabbi, hearing 
him speak live, right in front of me. While the British accent 
definitely does help, what amazes me most is how relatable 
a man of such outstanding accomplishments, intelligence, 
knowledge, leadership, and eloquence can be to people of 
all religions, cultures, communities, and age groups.

To begin the lecture, Rabbi Sacks introduced four 
types of responsibility: Personal, moral, collective, and 
ontological. In the very beginning of the Torah in Parashat 
Bereshit we see the lack of personal responsibility, when 
Adam blames Eve for eating from the tree. We see the lack 
of moral responsibility when Kaiin responded, “Am I my 
brother’s keeper?” after being asked by G-d where Hebel 
was. We are shown the lack of collective responsibility 
with Noah. The Torah calls him “the most righteous of his 
generation,” but then, at the very end of his life he is looked 
at as a drunkard. Rabbi Sacks explains this by saying that 
one cannot save his/her self if the whole rest of the world is 
being destroyed in the process. So, Noah was guilty not for 

the lack of personal or moral responsibility, but for the lack 
of collective responsibility. The last type of responsibility is 
ontological responsibility, which is the understanding that 
a higher authority exists in heaven and that we see with 
the building of Tower of Babel. Those are the four ways in 
which humanity has failed to deal with responsibility. 

Rabbi Sacks stressed the importance of living a life 
filled with responsibility and acknowledgement of a higher 

authority. Abraham Aveinu served as the prime example of 
a person who embodied all four types of responsibility. His 
personal responsibility was shown in Parashat Lech Lecha, 
when he agreed to leave his hometown, by himself, no 
questions asked. His moral responsibility was shown when 
he makes it his job to save Lot after being captured. His 
collective responsibility was then shown when he defends 
the people of Sedom, negotiating with Hashem about how 
many Tzadikim were needed in order for the city to be saved. 
Lastly, we see Abraham’s ontological responsibility with 
Akedat Yitzchak. Abraham recognizes that yes, Yitzchak is 
his son, but it was Hashem who gave Yitzchak to him in 
the first place, which gives him the right to take him back. 
From all that, we learn that Abraham was chosen in order 
to teach us how to exercise responsibility in the right way, 
which makes Judaism “G-d’s call to responsibility.” 

Rabbi Sacks then went on to address one of the most 
difficult things for children and adults alike to understand: 
how evil can exist simultaneously in a world where G-d 
exists. More often than not, some may find themselves 
questioning why G-d allows for seemingly bad things to 
happen. 

The rabbi quoted a Midrash that shows that both G-d and 
evil can indeed exist simultaneously. The Midrash goes like 
this: A man is walking in the forest and sees a palace burning 
up in flames. He asks himself “Could it be that this palace 
has an owner? If it’s up in flames, who could be the owner? 
” And the owner comes out and says, “I am the owner.” The 
palace here is the world and the owner is Hashem. When 
Abraham asks Hashem, “How could there be an owner if 
this world is practically in flames?” And Hashem responds 

“Together as a religion, nation and community, we have the power 
and the ability to change the world for the better.”
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by saying “I am the owner. I can create the universe, but I 
can’t control human freedom. I need you, Abraham, to be 
my role model here on earth to show the world that life is 
sacred.”  

This response in which Rabbi Sacks highlights the 
freedom G-d granted humans, reminded me of a response 
I once got from a Holocaust survivor and dear friend, Hy 
Abrams, A”H. After asking him how he was able to stay so 
true to the Jewish faith and believe in G-d, despite all that 
he has went through, he responded, "We cannot blame G-d. 
They were not human, they were animals.” So although G-d 
is present with us in the world 24/7, he has granted humans 
with freedom of choice and that is where evil sometimes 
finds its way. 

Rabbi Sacks then went on to remind us all about the 
importance of having faith in our fellow Jews. While every 
other religion is about acceptance, Judaism is a religion 
of protesting, fighting, improving, and trying to heal the 

world in every way we can. We are like doctors fighting 
disease, we don’t accept the world and its violence- we try 
to heal it. Hashem told Abraham (in the Midrash), “Don’t 
set fire to the flame, but instead, help let out the fire.” And 
that is exactly what we have to do, as Jews. Knowing that 
G-d has faith in us, our forefathers had faith in us, and Rabbi 
Sacks has faith in us, there is no reason we shouldn't all have 
faith in ourselves and one another. Together as a religion, 
nation and community, we have the power and the ability to 
change the world for the better. And that is something we 
should always strive to accomplish. It’s about staying true to 
yourself and your religion, and using that to help make the 
world a better place.

Ms. Cohen is a Senior at NYU Steinhardt 
studying Nutrition and Dietetics.
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The Iraqi Jewish Community

Iraq is the modern designation for the country carved 
out of ancient Babylonia, Assyria, and the southern 
part of Turkey after World War I.  It is also the place 

of the oldest Jewish Diaspora and the one with the longest 
continuous history, from 721 BCE to 2003 CE, a time span 
of over 2,700 years.

During this span, there were extended periods of 
time when Iraq’s Jews lived in relative peace among their 
countrymen. In recent history, under British rule, which 
began in 1917, Jews fared well economically, but this 
situation ended when Iraq gained independence in 1932.

Thereafter, periods of persecution – including state-
sanctioned, legislative decrees enacted to deprive Jews 
of their human and civil rights – made life for Iraqi Jewry 
untenable. Mass displacement began in 1949. Today, it is 
reported that only five elderly Jews remain in Iraq.  The 
longstanding, vibrant Jewish community of Iraq is now 
extinct, save for artifacts and archives which preserve this 
rich, cultural patrimony.

The Current Issue

Shortly after the 2003 invasion of Iraq, US soldiers 
rescued an invaluable archive of private and communal 
artifacts, Holy Scriptures, rare books and communal records 
relating to one of the most ancient Jewish communities in 
the world.  This collection, which has become known as 
the “Iraqi Jewish Archive”, is an illustrated history of Iraqi 
Jewish patrimony, a 2,500 year-old uprooted community 
now scattered around the globe.

The materials were badly damaged by water but 
were retrieved and brought to the US for restoration and 
preservation, with the caveat that they ultimately be 

returned to Iraq. The US is planning to return the Archive 
to Iraqi authorities, after June 2014.

Now, some 10 years after its importation to the United 
States, and $3 million dollars of restoration funds provided 
by the US Government, the Iraqi Jewish archive is contested 
cultural property. Iraqi/Jewish communal organizations as 
well as Iraqi government officials are both staking opposing 
claims to these artifacts and records.

Overall Goals

a) To educate public opinion that the ‘Iraqi Jewish 
Archives’ collection is the patrimony of Iraqi Jewry; and

b) To ensure that these expropriated materials are 
returned to their rightful Jewish owners

Background

On May 6, 2003, just days after the Coalition forces took 
over Baghdad, 16 American soldiers, entered the flooded 
building of Saddam Hussein’s Intelligence agency the 
Mukhabarat. In the basement, under four feet of water, they 
found tens of thousands of books, artifacts and documents 
belonging to the Jewish community of Iraq – materials that 
had been seized from synagogues, schools and other  and 
Jewish institutions.

With limited treatment options in Baghdad, and with 
the agreement of the-then Iraqi Ministry of Culture, the 
materials were shipped to the United States for restoration 
and preservation. Since then, these materials have been 
freeze-dried, preserved and are being digitized under 
the custodianship of the National Archives and Records 
Administration (NARA). 

The removal of these Jewish archives from Iraq was 
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executed under the Immunities from Seizure Act, a law 
which allowed the conservation measures to take place while 
protecting the archives from possible seizure by claimants to 
both Iraqi assets and Jewish heritage.

Although there is no Jewish community remaining in 
Iraq, under this Agreement, the US State Department is to 
ship the entire collection back to Iraq after two exhibitions 
of select documents in Washington DC and New York City.

The Collection

Thousands of manuscripts and books printed in Vienna, 
Livorno, Jerusalem, Izmir, and Vilna; lists of male Jewish 
Iraqi citizens; records and materials from Jewish schools 
in Baghdad, including exam grades, financial records, 
applications for university admissions and other documents. 
A Torah scroll fragment from Genesis – one of the 48 Torah 
scroll fragments found; A bible 
with commentaries published in 
Venice by Giovanni di Gara in 
1568; Abraham Brudo’s Birkat 
Avraham, which was published 
in Venice in 1696; a 1793 
Babylonian Talmud from Vienna; 
a Megillat Esther of uncertain 
date; A Zohar from 1815 – a text 
for the mystical and spiritual 
Jewish movement known as 
“Kabbalah”;     a 1902 Haggadah 
published in Baghdad and edited 
by the chief rabbi of Baghdad; 
a copy of Pirkei Avot, or Ethics of 
the Fathers, published in Livorno, 
Italy in 1928 with commentary written with Hebrew letters 
but in Baghdadi-Judeo Arabic;     a luach (A lunar calendar in 
both Hebrew and Arabic from the Jewish year 5732 (1972-
1973) – one of the last examples of Hebrew printed items 
produced in Baghdad; a printed collection of sermons by a 
rabbi made in Germany in 1692;     

Talking Points

• We are grateful for the role played by the United 
States Government, the State Department and the 
National Archives and Records Administration. 
Without their intervention, there is no doubt that the 

Iraqi Jewish archive collection would have been lost. 
Their efforts rescued this endangered collection, and 
restored and preserved these Iraqi Jewish archives 
for future generations. Contents within the archive, 
including items to be displayed in the National 
Archives and Registration Administration exhibit, 
was expropriated from private homes, schools and 
synagogues. It is the cultural property of the Iraqi-
Jewish community.

• The Agreement to return the Jewish archives to 
Iraq in 2014 was based on a flawed premise – that 
the collection constitutes ‘Iraqi national heritage’. 
In fact, it is the heritage and patrimony of the long 
and proud Jewish community that was ultimately 
displaced from Iraq.

• Contents within the archive, including items to 
be displayed in the National 
Archives and Registration 
Administration exhibit, was 
expropriated from private 
homes, schools and synagogues. 
It was never the property of the 
Iraqi GovernmentThe Jewish 
community in Iraq is virtually 
extinct. Jews of Iraqi origin 
and their descendants now 
live outside Iraq in Israel, the 
U.S.A, Canada, and the UK.

• The State Department 
Annual Human Rights Report 
covers compliance with the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights whose Article 
17 states no one (individual or community) should 
be deprived of their property.  Therefore, State 
Department Human Rights Report should include 
ALL Article 17 violations and the United States 
should not enter into any agreement and withdraw 
from any existing agreement, like the Iraqi Jewish 
Archives, with a foreign state that either condones, 
supports or promotes any Article 17 violation by that 
state.

• When there were Jews in Iraq, the Iraqi government 
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persecuted and destroyed its Jewish community. 
From 140,000 in the 1940s the community has 
dwindled to five people today. Today, Jews of Iraqi 
origin and their descendants live outside Iraq in 
Israel, the U.S.A, Canada, and the UK.

• Iraqi officials have provided assurances to the State 
Department, as detailed in a letter from then-
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton, “their desire to 
preserve all aspects of the country’s history, including the 
important role played by Iraq’s minority communities as well 
as evidence of repression and persecution by the  previous 
regime, and make that history fully accessible to the Iraqi 
people and the world…. This contention is ludicrous.

• In reality, Iraq has done little to preserve the remnants 
of Jewish history in Iraq – on the contrary.  There 
are an estimated 300 unprotected Torah Scrolls, 
endanger of deterioration, stacked on the basement 
floors in the Iraq Museum of Baghdad. Nothing has 
been done by the Iraqi government to protect these 
precious scrolls.

• Moreover, there are verified reports that Jewish holy 
sites and Tombs are being defaced and even converted 

into mosques. The calamitous fate of one such site  – 
the Tomb of Ezekiel – has been widely reported on 
and can be easily viewed on youtube.

• The US government must ensure that the Iraqi 
archive is returned to its rightful owners. In so 
doing, the US will establish a precedent whereby 
similar Jewish archives and materials currently in 
other Arab countries might similarly be returned to 
their Jewish owners.

There is no justification, nor logic, in sending these Jewish 
archives back to Iraq, a place that has virtually no Jews, no 
interest in Jewish heritage and no accessibility to Jewish 
scholars or the descendants of those who once possessed 
them. You can help by urging your elected officials and 
President Trump's administration to promote a just solution 
- returning this Jewish heritage to its rightful owners.

Ms. Levin is the Executive Director 
of  JIMENA: Jews Indigenous to 
the Middle East and North Africa. 
For more info please visit www.
jimena.org
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The Making Of A Community Post High 
School Yeshiva: The Sephardic Institute 
for Advanced Learning
Mr. Leo A. Esses

Next September 2018, will commemorate the 50th 
anniversary of the opening of one of the most influential 
religious educational institutions in the history of the 
Brooklyn/Deal/New York communities. The Bet Midrash, 
The Sephardic Institute for Advanced Learning, continued for 
a brief five or six years, before it became a High School Yeshiva, 
yet it continues to have a profound effect on the religious life 
of the Brooklyn/Deal/New York communities until today, 
which unfortunately, most are not aware of. 

It opened it September 1968 with 23 students, most of 
whom were still attending College.

Twelve years earlier in 1956, Rabbi Jose Faur started a 
fulltime Beth Midrash in Bensonhurst with about 15 students. 
It had been opened for two years after which time many 
students then went to the Yeshiva in Baltimore, some even 
going at the end of the first year.     

Today, with several Community High School Yeshiva’s, 
over a dozen Community Kollels in Brooklyn and Deal, and 
perhaps thousands of people studying Torah every day, starting 
a small Yeshiva doesn’t sound so revolutionary, but fifty years 
ago none of that existed. There were no Community High 
School Yeshivas, no weekday morning, nighttime or weekend 
classes, and of course, no Kollels. The only Torah studying 
in the entire community, besides elementary school Yeshiva 
and Talmud Torah after public school, was a handful of older, 
learned businessmen-most of whom learned on their own, 
and classes Shabbat afternoons in the Synagogues, attended 
mostly by men over 40 and 50 years old, so yes, this was quite 
revolutionary indeed!  

The Sephardic Institute was a part time program where the 
students studied Talmud three hours a day, six days a week, in 
an analytical, in depth analysis of the Talmudic text, together 

with painstakingly probing into the great post Talmudic 
commentaries who are indispensable in any serious attempt to 
mastering the text. 

Rabbi Moshe Shamah, who founded the Yeshiva, had 
previously studied at Rabbi Faur’s Yeshiva for one year in 1956, 
then learned in Baltimore and Lakewood for several years 
before he moved to Brooklyn with his young family and began 
teaching at Dmir Yeshiva High School in September 1966.

Although we spent the majority of our time studying 
Gemara, Rabbi Shamah continuously emphasized several 
crucial ideas which he felt were essential to a truer, deeper 
and more comprehensive understanding of the Torah.  

The first was the Rambam’s understanding on how we 
are to approach the Midrashim, which Rambam explains at 
length in his introduction to the Mishnah in the 10th chapter 
of Sanhedrin.

The second idea, much related to the first, was the 
necessity of studying Ibn Ezra’s commentary on the Humash, 
which primarily focuses on the “Pishat” (plain meaning) of 
the text. Notwithstanding “Rashi’s” brilliant commentary on 
the Humash, which every elementary, High School Yeshiva 
student, and almost everyone else uses as the standard 
commentary, Rashi was much more difficult to understand 
correctly. At the beginning of his commentary he says his 
main objective is explaining the “Peshat”, yet he constantly 
quotes Midrashim, the true understanding of which, requires 
a commentary in and of itself.   

Another subject of critical importance, was the study of 
Neviim (The Prophets). We would spend an hour every day 
learning Neviim Rishonim (the earlier Prophets; Yehoshua/
Joshua, Shoftim/Judges, Shmuel/Samuel and Milachim/
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Kings), but, according to Rabbi Shamah, Neviim Aharonim 
(the later Prophets; Yehezkel/Ezekial, Yirmiya/Jeremiah, and 
Yeshaya/Isaiah), was just as significant to master if one wanted 
to become a true Talmid Hakham.    

The formation of the Bet Midrash began in the Fall of 1967 
when Rabbi Shamah invited a group of about twenty young 
men (most were full time College students) to a meeting 
downstairs in Shaare Zion Congregation on Ocean Parkway 
where Young Shaare Zion held their Shabbat Minyan. 

The meeting was an outcome of a small class in Gemara 
that had been going on for a few years with several students 
studying with the Rabbi. We would meet twice a week at night 
upstairs in the Shaare Zion Midrash, and a third time Shabbat 
afternoons. After a few years, when he saw how dedicated and 
serious we were, he decided to take the revolutionary step of 
creating a Sephardic Yeshiva in 
Brooklyn.    

He initially thanked everyone 
for coming and mentioned how 
much we had advanced over the 
past few years in our Talmudic 
studies. Now he felt we were 
prepared for the next phase of our 
Spiritual and Torah educational 
growth. He wanted to open a post 
High School Yeshiva the following 
September 1968 and was offering 
us an incredible, once in a lifetime opportunity to join and 
become real “Talmedei Hakhamim” before we would get 
married, start a family and begin work. 

With an offer like that, who could refuse? 

The Rabbi convinced a few young successful businessmen 
of the need for such a learning institution, and they financially 
committed themselves to take on the responsibility of the 
Rabbi’s salary, the renting of a small building, and of course, 
a daily breakfast (if you could call it that) for the students after 
prayers. 

The official hours were from 9 in the morning until 1 in the 
afternoon, 6 days a week, Sunday through Friday. There would 
also be an 8 o’clock minyan with a small breakfast. For most 
of us, this would mean we would have to change our College 

schedule the following Fall and also, in most cases, since we’d 
now have to take less college credits, we would have to delay 
our college degrees for one, maybe two years. After we had 
gotten over the initial shock, we began discussing it amongst 
ourselves for the next hour or so. Till this day I don’t know 
who was more surprised…Rabbi Shamah, or some of us, 
when we ended up creating two groups of potential students; 
the “hard” core, and “soft” core. The hard core (about 8-10 
students) committed themselves that night-assuming their 
parents wouldn’t object to intensely- to join the Yeshiva the 
following September; the soft core needed more time to think 
it over, also to discuss it with, or convince their parents, many 
of whom were not overly excited about the idea.  

For the next 10 months, Rabbi Shamah worked endlessly 
trying to convince more students to join the new Bet Midrash. 
By the Summer of 1968, there were enough students for 

another class, so Rabbi Shamah 
brought in Rabbi Haim Benoliel, 
who was then the Rabbi of the 
Sephardic Home on Cropsey 
Ave. Rabbi Benoliel, who was 
from Seattle, was instrumental in 
bringing in a number of students 
from Seattle. 

“The Sephardic Institute for 
Advanced Learning” opened in 
a small synagogue on the corner 
of East 7th Street and Ave S. in 

September 1968 with 23 students.

Every day, from 9-12 the students would study Talmud; 
from 9-10:30 each Rabbi would give his group a Shiur (a 
lesson); from 10:30-12 the students would break up into 
groups of two and three and review amongst themselves, 
while each Rabbi would walk around, listening to the students 
review and answering any questions they may have had. 

It is important to mention that not only were the students 
studying Talmud over 20 hours each week (because in addition 
to the 3 hours each day for 6 days,  

From 12-1 we would study Neviim Rishonim (Joshua, 
Judges, Samuel, Kings) and sometimes Halacha. Quite often 
on Fridays, from 12-1, Rabbis were invited as guest speakers.
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By the 2nd year there were over 35 students and a 3rd 
Rabbi, Rabbi Sidney Gable, was hired to teach a 3rd group.  
The Synagogue wasn’t large enough for all the students so we 
moved to the Young Israel of Ocean Parkway, between Kings 
Highway and Avenue R.  

In the Spring of 1969, with the Summer only a few months 
away, the Rabbis were concerned the inspiration and serious 
study the students experienced during the past year, could 
easily dissipate over the course of the warm, sunny, fun-filled 
Summer months in Bradly Beach. 

If only they could keep the momentum going, and keep it 
going they did. 

They found an ideal Bungalow Colony, “Mountain Lodge”, 
outside Monticello where the students could continue learning 

throughout the Summer. It had a very large, 2 story main 
house which the owner, Rabbi Meir Mintz A’H’, occupied on 
the ground floor with his large family. The second floor was 
available for rent. 

Rabbi Mintz, was one of the leading Tamidei Hakhamim 
who had studied in Lakewood and had his own Yeshiva 
in Monsey. He was an excellent role model for those of us 
fortunate enough to spend the Summer learning from him, 
and getting to know his children, some of whom have their 
own yeshiva’s today. 

The Rabbis told us the second floor had several nice, 
cool, comfortable bedrooms, however, they seemed to 
have forgotten to mention there was only one, maybe two, 

bathrooms, and shower at the end of a very long hall.      

Ten students went for the Summer and studied all day, 
except for  a few hours where we’d go swimming in the pool-
only during men’s hours, of course. Rabbi Shamah was staying 
with his family in another Bungalow Colony 15-20 minutes 
away and he would come every morning and give us a Talmud 
class in the Summer breeze, under the trees. 

That Summer of ‘69, while ten young Sephardic boys from 
Brooklyn spent most of the time studying Torah, a few miles 
away tens of thousands of boys and girls from all over the 
country had a ‘love-in’ in Woodstock; 250,000 miles away 
Neil Armstrong was the first man to walk on the moon as 
we all watched on the small TV we rented for the auspicious 
occasion.

 On June 12 1969, the Sephardic Institute held its first 
annual dinner at The Aperion Manor on Kings Highway 

and East 8th Street, Brooklyn NY. Invitations were sent 
throughout the community, inside of which was printed the 
goals of the Yeshiva;

The Sephardic Institute was established to;
Instill religious, ethical and moral values in 
Sephardic Youth
Develop them as upright, participating citizens 
with a deep appreciation of democratic values
Foster in them sensitivity to the state of their 
fellowman joined with a determination to 
help improve the state 
 Imbue them with the spirit of Ahavat Yisrael
 Prepare them for leadership in the Jewish 
Community 
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By September 1970, there were over forty, single (except 
one) college age young men, most of whom were now 
studying Torah seven days a week…almost thirty hours a 
week, because most of the students also studied on Shabbat.  

The Yeshiva continued until 1973.That year Rabbi 
Shamah opened up the Sephardic Institute High School. 
Ironically one of the major factors it did not continue longer 
was due to its incredible success because several students, 
after having studied part time for a few years, had now 
decided they wanted to devote themselves to studying Torah 
on fulltime. Several students went to Israel for a few years to 
study in Porat Yosef, then came back to Brooklyn (and later 
Deal), and became Rabbi’s. Many have been actively involved 
in teaching Torah for more than thirty years as Rabbis and 
teachers in our communal Synagogues and schools, some 
even as heads of their own Shul. 

A few stayed in Israel, continued to study Torah full 
time for the last forty years and today are now considered 
accomplished Talmedei Hakhamim.  

One student, Rabbi Eliyahou Shamoula A’ H’, moved 
to Israel, studied in Porat Yosef for a few years and then 
joined The Shehebar Sephardic Center that Rabbi Sammy 
Kassin founded in 1982. For almost 35 years, working 
closely together with Rabbi Kassin, Rabbi Shamoula was 
instrumental in overseeing The SSC, which during that time 
has trained, given Semikha and placed over one hundred and 
eighty Rabbis in Sephardic communities around the world.            

As one of the “hard core” students looking back to when 
we first began this journey almost fifty years ago, I think 
about how incredible it was that Rabbi Moshe Shamah, 
a young Rabbi, had the vision and selfless motivation to 
inspire a small group of young men to commit themselves 
to a lifelong pursuit of Torah study and practice which 
undoubtedly changed the course of their lives. Although 
many of us came from religious homes, almost all went to a 
public High School. Since the only High School Yeshiva was 
Flatbush Yeshiva, and there was no serious Torah learning 
in our community, the creation of The Sephardic Institute 
was not only the beginning of a revolution…a religious 
revolution, but it caused an evolution as well. An internal 
evolution within almost all who attended. 

Those incredible years of studying Torah under the 

guidance and leadership of Rabbi Shamah, has influenced 
the spiritual growth and religious outlook for ourselves, our 
children and grandchildren for many decades after we left 
the Yeshiva, and hopefully for the rest of our lives as well.     

NAMES OF STUDENTS

*Robert Aboudi
Harry Ashkenazi
*(Rabbi) Harvey Barry
*(Rabbi) Ronie Barry
*(Rabbi) Eliyahu Chamoula A’H’
*Max Choueka
*Danny Cohen
*Joe Elnadav AH
*Leo Esses
*Joe Esses
*Isaac Franco
*Sam Franco
*Ezra Grazi
*(Rabbi) Michael Haber
*(Rabbi)? Clemont Harari
*Eric Harrary AH
*Michael Harary 
*Abe Israel
(Rabbi) Moshe Kassous, A’H’
*Abe Massry
*Ezra Masri
*Joe Masri
*(Rabbi) Jack Mevorah
*Cesar Mizrahi
*Stanley Salem
*(Rabbi) Reuven Semah
*Albert Sutton
(Rabbi) Shlomo Wadiche

* The initial students

Mr. Esses studied  at the Sephardic 
Institute when it opened  in 1968 
and studied Talmud, History, 
Philosophy, at Bernard Revel 
Graduate School of Yeshiva 
University where he earned the 
equivalent of Master Degree in 

Jewish Studies.
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Value: Helping Our Children Overcome Fear

For younger children this is a persistent fear. Helping 
our children to understand the fear and letting 
them know that we are there for them is important. 

Belittling the fear will not make it go away. Only when our 
child feels that we really care about his fear and understand 
why he might be afraid can we begin to help him deal with 
his fear and reduce it. Halakha dictates that as we go to 
sleep we say Qeri’at Shema‘ and say other things. Some of 
these things are meant to 
remind us of the “big 
picture” of how the world 
works as we go to sleep. 
Most importantly, we 
must try to understand 
what our children need as they fall asleep, and try to fill 
those needs. Satisfied needs are forgotten; frustrated needs 
come back in many different ways.

Background:

Ya‘aqob, our patriarch, begins this week’s perasha in 
flight from Esav, who wants to murder him. We see Ya‘aqob, 
as the sun is setting, preparing for his night he puts stones 
around and under his head and goes to sleep. His dream 
of the angels going up and down the ladder from earth to 
heaven contains in it very important words from Hashem—
words that Ya‘aqob needed to hear at that moment. 

Text: Beresheet 28:10-17 (SB)

Ya‘aqob went out from Be’er Sheva and went toward 
Harran, and encountered a certain place. He had to 
spend the night there, for the sun had come in. Now 
he took one of the stones of the place and set it at his 
head and lay down in that place. 

And he dreamt: Here, a ladder was set up on the 
earth, its top reaching the heavens, and here: 
messengers of God were going up and down on it. 
And here: Hashem was standing over against him. 

He said: I am Hashem, the God of Abraham, your 
father and the God of Yishaq. The land on which you 
lie I give to you and to your seed. Your seed will 
be like the dust of the earth; you will burst forth, 
to the Sea, to the east, to the north, to the Negev. 

All the families of the 
earth will find blessing 
through you and 
through your seed!

Here, I am with you, I 
will watch over you wherever you go and will bring 
you back to this soil; indeed, I will not leave you 
until I have done what I have spoken to you. 

Ya‘aqob awoke from his sleep and said: Why, Hashem 
is in this place, and I, I did not know it! He was 
awestruck and said: How awe-inspiring is this place. 
This is none other than a house of God, and that is 
the gate of heaven.

Discussion: 

Why did Ya‘aqob leave his home? (Because his mother 
suggested he flee to Laban, her brother in order to escape 
his murderous brother Esav.) How do you think Ya‘aqob felt? 
(Ya‘aqob was running away from his brother who wanted to 
kill him. He was alone and on the road. He probably was 
not sure that he had done the right thing by tricking his 
father into giving him the blessings. Perhaps he was scared 
and guilty.)

“Do you ever feel scared when you go to sleep?” (Let 

“Our children need our affirmation 
as well as our promise of protection.”
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the children talk, even if you know that your child does 
feel scared in the nighttime, let him express it.) “Do you 
know that when I was little I used to be scared also?” (If this 
is true, it can encourage your child to speak more openly 
about his fear.)

What about the nighttime makes you feel afraid? 
(Whatever it is, accept what your child is saying as a real 
fear—for him it is very real!) 

How can we deal with our children’s fear after we show 
understanding? (We can use the “ladder method.” Imagine 
the situation is like a ladder. The lowest rung is the situation 
that causes the least anxiety, and the highest rung is the 
situation that causes the greatest fear and anxiety.) Ask your 
child to describe situations that do not cause any anxiety at 
all (for example, when he is in the room in the nighttime, 
with the lights lit and one of his parents is in the room.) After 
describing the situation with no fear, what is the situation 
that causes the greatest 
fear (for example, being 
alone in the a dark room.) 
Talk about some of the 
gradations in the middle. 
(You could make a chart 
that has pictures showing 
the different levels of the ladder. Let your child mark his 
progress on the chart, as he slowly moves to situations 
that used to cause him high levels of anxiety. [By the way, 
the ladder technique can be useful for fears and anxiety-
ridden situations in our own lives as well. By constructing 
situations of low anxiety and graduation to situations that 
used to be more anxiety ridden, we can overcome some of 
the things that we fear. I have used it myself on occasion.])

How do you think Ya‘aqob felt after hearing Hashem’s 
message? (Hashem’s message was exactly what Ya‘aqob 
needed to hear. It affirmed the blessing that his father 
gave him and promised him that he will be sustained and 
protected.) Our children need our affirmation as well as 
our promise of protection. The security of knowing your 
parent is in the same room is very comforting to young 
children. We understand why our children want it, and 
when we make a point of giving it when it is needed, they 
will be able to become independent sooner. (This might 
take some reprioritizing of your time, but it is well worth it 
in the long run.)

A part of the bedtime ritual according the Jewish 
practice, is the reciting of Qeri’at Shema‘. This affirms the 
most important aspect of Judaism, that Hashem is the one 
and only Master of the Creation, controlling the world and 
demanding behavior in line with the words of His Torah. 
Our world is based on these deep beliefs. Being aware of 
this as we go to sleep adds to our children’s sense of security.

Jewish practice includes a declaration of forgiveness in 
the bedtime prayers. If taken seriously, this declaration 
allows us to look beyond the people and situation that 
caused us pain in the day. It is a way of putting all grudges 
and feelings of vengeance out of your mind as you go to 
sleep. 

Master of the Universe, I hereby forgive anyone who 
angered or provoked me, or anyone who sinned 
against me whether with regard to my physical person, 
my finances, my honor or anything belonging to me; 

whether accidentally 
or willfully; etc. May 
no person be punished 
on my account. May it 
be Your will, Hashem 
My God, and God of 
my fathers, that I not 

sin again. And may You, in Your great mercy erase 
that which I have sinned against You, but not through 
suffering or severe illnesses. May the words of my 
mouth and the thoughts of my heart be acceptable 
before You, my Rock and Redeemer. (Siddur Kol 
Yaakob, Sephardic Heritage Foundation, pp. 810, 
812)

Preparing for bed by reviewing our actions, forgiving 
those who have sinned against us, and affirming our faith 
in one God, are the ways that we close our day of service 
to the Holy One, blessed be He. When our day ends in this 
way, even if we are laying our heads on a rock, alone in the 
road, we know that Hashem is with us.

Rabbi Tawil is the author of 
Shabbat-Table Talks (Tebah 
Educational Services, 2014).

“... even if we are laying our heads 
on a rock, alone in the road, we 
know that Hashem is with us.”
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